If there exists some right-closing factor map n : ZA -» J.B between aperiodic shifts of finite type, then any right-closing map ip : X -► HB from any shift of finite type X contained in Z,A can be extended to a right-closing factor map from all of ZA onto Zb ■ We prove this and give some consequences.
Introduction
We prove the following extension theorem for closing maps between shifts of finite type. In its statement, X^ is the shift of finite type defined by the 0-1 matrix A , and {GA, A) is the dimension group pair associated to ZA by Krieger [Krl] .
(1.1) Theorem. Let A and B be aperiodic 0-1 matrices satisfying:
(i) A and B have the same spectral radius.
(ii) The dimension group pair {Gg, B) is a quotient of the dimension group pair {GA, Ä).
(iii) For each periodic point p of "LA there is a periodic point of X^ whose period divides the period of p. {We denote this by "LA !-» X/¿ .)
If X clj is a subshift of finite type and tp: X -» Xß is a right-closing map, then tp can be extendedto a l-to-l almost everywhere right-closing map tp: ZA -> XB.
Theorem (1.1) generalizes Theorem (3.15) of [A2] which is the special case where X ç 1,A is a finite subshift. Our proof of Theorem (1.1) is a more intricate reworking of the proof of the case where X ç ZA is finite.
Theorem (1.1) also generalizes Theorem 6 of [KM] which is the special case where X« is the full «-shift. Following the proof of the main result of [KM] , we prove the following corollary of Theorem (1.1).
(1.2) Theorem. Let S be an aperiodic almost finite type sofic system, and let %r: Xß -» S be the canonical right-resolving cover of S by a shift of finite type. Let Xß be an aperiodic shift of finite type with the same entropy as S. Then the following two conditions are equivalent.
(i) The shift S factors onto the shift X5 by a l-to-l almost everywhere, rightclosing almost everywhere map.
(ii) The dimension group pair (C7fi , B) is a quotient of the dimension group pair {Gr, R); and S^X5 .
Setting X5 = Xr we get the following immediate corollary.
(1.3) Corollary. Let S be an aperiodic almost finite type sofic system. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) S is weakly isomorphic to its canonical right-resolving covering shift of finite type X«.
(ii) S^1R.
In §2 we give some background; we prove Theorem (1.1) in §3, and prove Theorem (1.2) in §4. In §5 we give an example.
Background
We assume some familiarity with shifts of finite type and their generalization, the sofic systems. Sections 2 and 3 of [BMT] are our main references for eventual factoring and dimension groups for shifts of finite type. Section 4 of [BMT] is our main reference for almost finite type sofic systems.
Given a 0-1 matrix A indexed by a finite set sé , we define the shift of finite type 1A by TA = {s £ s/z : ASiSM = 1 for i £ Z} and topologize ~LA by the product of the discrete topologies on its coordinate spaces.
The 0-1 matrix A also defines a directed graph &A with states or symbols sé and with a directed edge from state 5 to state / iff As, = 1.
If S\S2---sk is an allowable path of k states in " §A, we call sxs2---sk a k-path of &A . Given a /c-path sxs2-■ sk of % , we denote "[sxs2--sk]n+k_x = {x £ 1A :xn+i-X =s¡, I <i <k}.
This set is called a k-block of ZA . Given a set f¥ of /c-paths we denote n[-yeP]n+k-\ = U "Mn+fc-ls€5Ĝ iven y £~LA we denote the finite path y,y,+i • • -y¡ in " §A by ,(y);. A k-block map n: 1,A -> Xß is a shift-commuting map such that there is some / > 0 for which (2.1) i*y)o = iny')o ifi-k+x{y)i = i-k+x{y')i.
The A:-block map n is a conjugacy if it is exactly l-to-l. In this case n~x is an m-block map for some m > 0.
In the 1-block case we require merely for notational convenience that / = 0 in (2.1). In the 1-block case we have {ny)o = {ny')o if y0 = yó-Thus 7i is defined by a map from single states of ^A to single states of &b that we again call n .
A 1-block map n : ~LA -► Xs is right resolving if for every path tx t2 of length 2 in &B and for every state sx of ' §A with n{sx) = tx , there is at most one state 52 such that S1S2 is an edge of S/A and 71(52) = h ■ A A:-block map n : ~LA -> Xg is right closing if it never identifies two distinct left asymptotic points: if s, s' £ I.A have an /0 £ Z such that s¡ = s¡ for all / < ¡o and 71(5) = 71(5'), then s = s'. Notice that a right-resolving map is right closing, and that the composition of two right-closing maps is again right closing.
A factor map is an onto block map, and a factor of a shift space is its image under a factor map.
A sofic system S is a shift space (closed shift invariant subset of 38% for some finite alphabet 38) that is a factor of a shift of finite type [We] .
A point x in a shift space is left transitive if {onx : n < 0} is a dense subset of the space. A factor map tp : X -> Y is right closing almost everywhere if it never identifies two left-asymptotic, left-transitive points [BMT] .
We define (following [BMT] ) the dimension group of integral matrix A and collect here its properties that we use in this paper. If A is an a x a integral matrix, let VA be the eventual range of A regarded as a map A: Qa -»Q°a cting on row vectors. Thus VA = Aa{Qa). Define the dimension group GA = {~q £VA: ~qAk £ Za for sufficiently large k£N}, and the automorphism A of GA by A = A\Ga . The dimension group {GA, A) associated to the shift of finite type I.A is a conjugacy invariant.
(2.1) Proposition [BMT, Proposition 2.12] . Let A and B be integral eventually positive matrices with the same spectral radius, X. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) {Gb , B) is a quotient of {GA , A).
(2) There exists L > 0 and nonnegative integral matrices S, R such that AS = SB and RS = BL.
(3) There exists L > 0 and positive integral matrices S, R such that AS = SB and RS = BL .
Let A be an a-by-a 0-1 matrix and B be a /?-by-/? 0-1 matrix. A rightresolving 1-block factor map 7i: ~LA -> XB defines an a-by-ß 0-1 matrix S as follows: s¡ = Í 1 if *(i) = ;, IJ 1 0 otherwise. Because 7i is right resolving, AS = SB . Notice that each row of S has a single 1. Since 7Z is surjective, at least one 1 appears in each column of S, so there is a ß-by-a matrix R such that RS is the /?-by-/? identity matrix. Thus by Proposition 1.2 {Gb , B) is a quotient of {GA , A).
Conversely if we are given R, S such that AS = SB and RS = BL and each row of S is an elementary vector (all 0's except one 1), then we immediately get a right-resolving factor map n: 1,A -* Xfl defined by n{s) = t iff Sst = 1 .
It is more difficult to construct a factor map tp : ~LA -> "Lb when the rows of S are not all elementary vectors. It is still more difficult to construct a map tp that extends a given right-closing map tp: X -► XB whose domain is a given shift of finite type contained in X^ . The construction uses a state-splitting algorithm that at each stage /' preserves the relation
for a sequence of matrices with X^(J) = LA , where finally, 5(/l) has elementary rows. Moreover the right-resolving 1-block map p: X^« -* X/j defined by S^ , when composed with the conjugacy "LA = X^« , gives an extension of the given map <p : X -» XB .
State splitting. Here we describe the state-splitting construction that we will use to conjugate the shift LA to a new shift I.A, moving closer to our goal. Given a 0-1 a-by-a matrix A and its associated directed graph S?A , for each state 5 in % denote by &~{s) the set of states / such that 5/ is an edge of 9A.
For each state s,, 1 < /' < a, of % fix a partition <?¡{l), ... , ^(r,) of the followers ^(s,) of s,. We define a new graph &A> with states ofolo n ,L5*(/>], = oMf'h, 1 < í < a, 1 < / < r¡,, and transitions (edges)
if and only if Sj £ ^ '. We say that &# is obtained from &A by 1 round of state splitting. One can prove by induction that if &A> is obtained from % by m rounds of state splitting then the states of ^A< can be identified with elements of a partition ^ , 3°2, ... , ^ of the {m + l)-paths of % such that
(1) the states of &A, are offiU , 1 < * < /, The 1-block map a: t.Ai -» LA defined by a(o[^]»i) = s{i) is a conjugacy we call the ancestor map after [KM] . The state o[^°i]m is a descendant of the state s(z').
Legal splitting. Our starting point in constructing 7r: ~LA -> XB is the set of equations AS = SB and RS = BL. In the sequel we denote the z'th row of any matrix M by M¡ _ « where we regard M, * as a row vector. We think of the a-by-y? matrix S as assigning mass vectors w{s) to the states 5 of &A by w{s) = 5j,». Restating the equation AS = SB in terms of mass vectors, we have for each state 5 of S?A (2.2) £ w{t) = w{s)B.
tÇ&(s)
We define a /e,ga/ round of state splitting (legal with respect to S) of the graph &A to be a round of state splitting in which for each state s¡ £ " §A , the followers ¡fißi) of s¡ are partitioned into subsets J/y1', S¡ ', •-• , S¡" in such a way that there are mass vectors to j1*, w\ ), ■ ■ ■ , v¡¡ with YJj=\ *^/ = M5;) anc* If the states of the graph &# {&&' being the graph obtained from % by splitting according to these partitions) are assigned mass vectors by w{o[si^\) = ^f, then condition (2.2) will remain true in &A< ; moreover some of the entries of S' (whose rows are the mass vectors 1Ü¡) will be reduced in size from those of S.
Finally, a little more terminology. Given a graph 3?A with state masses given by S, we call a state s of 3?A fat if w(s) is not an elementary vector, and lean if it is. A fat path is a path in ^A having only fat states along it, and a fat cycle is a cycle having only fat states along it. An isolated fat cycle is a fat cycle SoS\---sp-\ such that each state s¡ on the cycle has only one fat successor: state Si+l • 
Proof of the extension theorem
In an attempt to motivate the following thicket of technical lemmas, we first outline the proof of Theorem (1.1).
First we show in Lemma (3.1) that we can assume without loss of generality that WA , ^b -, X C'LA , and <p: X -> ~LB satisfy some hypotheses convenient to the construction of <p : X4 -> XB . These are (i) X ç\lLA is presented as a subgraph -f r ç ^ ,
(ii) ¡p: Xj-> Xj5 is a right-resolving 1-block map, (iii) the symbols of the sofic system <p(X) comprise the states of a proper subgraph ïï~çïïB, (iv) each state s of &-is followed in *&A by a state / not in Gj; similarly each state s of 2?~ is followed in &~ by a state / not in 2?~. We say that IS tS D &2 -9A and &~ ç &B satisfy the escape hypothesis. The extension tp: ~LA -► XB of (p: Xj-► X~ will be constructed by applying rounds of legal splitting to the graph &A with state masses initially given by SBN for some N > 0, to produce a graph &# with all lean states. The map <p : I.A -► XB will then be the composition of the inverse ancestor map a~l : ZA -* LA> with the 1-block mass map p: X^--> XB defined by p{s) = t where w {s) = et.
In order to ensure that (p is an extension of (p , the splittings leading from &A to GAi are controlled in such a way that the graph &A< contains as a subgraph, a graph isomorphic to the {L + l)-block graph j/lL+11, for some L > 0. The Here, ä is regarded as a subset of ZA, and so^i • • • Sl is an {L + 1 ) path in ,f~ (and in 3?A). The legal splittings leading to %< are arranged so that w{s) = e~, , in &Ai. Now s has ancestor s0 m %?A, so {p o arl)|j;_ =(j> ooL .
Thus, strictly speaking, it is ç» o a~L rather than ^ that is the extension of tp .
We divide the rounds of splitting leading from &A to &&< into two phases. The first phase, described in the proof of the Marker Splitting Lemma (3.4), eliminates all but a finite number of fat cycles. The second phase, described in the Isolated Cycle Lemma (3.6), eliminates the remaining fat cycles.
(3.1) Lemma. By replacing I,A and XB by conjugate shifts of finite type, we can assume without loss of generality that (i) the shift of finite type X ç I,A is presented by a subgraph S~ of the graph SA with the property that an edge st of SA is an edge of S~ whenever s and t are both states of S~;
(ii) the map (j>: X~-> Xß is a right-resolving l-block map; (iii) (¡>{L~) ç X~ where S~ is a proper subgraph of SB ; (iv) S~ ç SA and S~ ç &B satisfy the escape hypothesis.
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 5 of [KM] , we can assume (i) and (ii) without loss of generality. By replacing SA with a higher order edge graph, we can assume that there is a cycle in SA no state of which is in S~.
We define a shift of finite type Y with Xj ç r ç I.A and Y ■£ I.A as follows. For each pair of states {s, t) in S~, choose a path u{s, t) in SA such that su{s, /)/ is a path in SA . For one pair of states 5, / in S~ choose paths u{s, t) and v so that su{s, /)/ and svt are both paths in SA and \v\ = 1 + \u(s, t)\. Let T be the subshift of ZA where X-c Y and where the only allowed excursions possibly outside of S~ are those along paths of the form su{s, /)/ or svt. Now T is a shift of finite type since one can determine whether or not x is in T by examining each «-word of x , where n is the maximum length of the paths su{s, /)/. We have Y ^ZA since SA has a cycle no state of which is in S~. Clearly Y is irreducible. We threw in the path svt to ensure that Y has positive entropy and is aperiodic.
By replacing SA by a still higher order edge graph, we can assume that Y is presented by a subgraph Sc with S~ ç J/c ç %A . We can also assume that if s, t are both states of " §ç and st is an edge of SA , then st is an edge of Sç .
Let y be the number of states in Sq , (so that C is a y-by-y matrix). where 3°o is the set of all followers of s that are in &c , and each of 3°x, ... , 3°ds is a singleton set containing a distinct follower of s not in Self SA is split according to this partition, then the resulting graph j/(1) will contain a subgraph isomorphic in the natural way to Sc (that we identify with &c) ■ If we define the column vector d(X) for Sc ç S(X) as d was for &c ç SA , then 7<" = c7.
If we repeatedly split SA in this way, obtaining successive graphs S(X), S(2), Following [Kr2] denote by JV [J, K], K > J, the set of all AT-paths axa2 ■ ■ ■ ak of SA such that for every j, 0 < j < J , there is at least one k, 0 < k < K -j, such that ak ^ ak+j. 7=-oo 7=-ooaeyr [7,2J-l] Thus if x £ X, then for each {2J -1 )-path w of x there is a j, 0 < j < J , such that w is y'-periodic. Now suppose 27-1 < L and that every Lpath t« of x is 7-periodic for some j < J, j perhaps depending on w. We show inductively that every {L + l)-path v of x is 7-periodic for some j < J, j perhaps depending on the {L + l)-path v . Let sxs2---sL+x be an (L + 1) path from x. Now sxs2---sl is j periodic for some j < J and s2S3---sl+i is k periodic for some k < J. Now Sl+\ = s¿+\-k because s2si---sl+i is k periodic; sL+x_k =5¿+1_^_; because sxs2--sl is j periodic and L+l-k-j > 2 > 1 ; sL+x_k_j = s¿+X-j because s2s$ ■ • -sl+i is k periodic and L+l-k-j >2. Thus, sl+i = sl+X-j so sxs2---sl+i is j periodic. It follows by induction that any finite path from x, and hence x itself, is j periodic for some j < J . Thus X contains only periodic points of period less than J.
On the other hand, since F n ajF = 0, 0 < j < J, none of the N paths in 38 is j periodic for any 0 < j < J. Thus none of the periodic points of period less than J in X^ is removed by disallowing the /V-paths in 38 . Thus X consists of exactly the periodic points of 1A of period less than J . o Proof. In the proof of the Eventual Factors Theorem [BMT] , it is shown that the entries of the matrix RAn grow exponentially in n with growth rate X, the spectral radius of A (and B) ; while the magnitude of the entries of the matrix A,+n -SRA" grow exponentially in n with growth rate that is strictly less than X. Thus there is «0 > 0 such that for n > n0, exRAn + es{Al+" -SRA") > 0 for each state s in SA.
Still following [BMT] , it follows from a matrix calculation that for any n > no, the set of J paths (where J = I + n) in SA with initial state a follower of state 5 can be partitioned into subsets S?{s; i, j), 1 < i < ß , 1 < j < Ss,i, such that We will specify N + 2J -2 rounds of legal splitting applied to the graph SA with initial mass vectors given by SBN+J~2. But first we will present the graph J" resulting from these splittings. The graph %f satisfies properties (l)- (4), but not necessarily (5); some fat cycles of %? might not be isolated. Later, we will further split %? to isolate the fat cycles while preserving properties (l)-(4).
States of %? : 
path in SA suchthat bxc £ bS?{bN; i, j) and no element of 38 occurs as a suffix of c (which is the earliest possible such occurrence).
if db' is an {N + J -1) path such that bxdb' £ bS"{bN ; i, j) and V £38 .
where d = dxd' {d' may be the empty string).
Masses of states of %* :
Now we verify that ?V with its mass vectors can be obtained by legally splitting SA with its mass vectors given by BSN+J~2. Set L = N + J -2. The rounds of splitting are divided into four stages.
1. Perform N -1 rounds of complete splitting (at each round the set of followers of a state is partitioned into singleton sets), yielding the graph whose states are the /V-blocks of states of SA . If after each round j, 1 < j < N -1, the state o[S\S2 • • • sJ+i]j is assigned mass vector SSj+¡,*BL~j then each of these rounds is legal.
2. Perform J -1 rounds of splitting, completely splitting every state except the states o[^]v-i, b £38 , which are not split at all in any of the 7-1 rounds. Call the resulting graph Sx. After the jth of these 7 -1 rounds the states of the graph are the blocks
where b £ 38 , 0 < z < j, and c is an z path in SA such that cb is an {N + i) path in SA ,
where c is an (N + j) path in SA such that no path b £ 38 is a subpath of c. If after the kth of these 7 -1 rounds the states are assigned masses by Thus property (1) holds for ^ . We now show that property (1) is preserved in the rounds of splitting in stages 3 and 4, thus showing that ( 1 ) holds for %? as well.
For convenience, we call a legal splitting that preserves property (1) One way to show (2), that 3V has only a finite number of fat cycles, is to show that each fat cycle in %? is terminal: the only infinite fat path from any state on a fat cycle is the path winding forever around the cycle.
Let xel/ be a point such that _oo(*)o winds around a fat cycle s0sx "-sp-\ and Xj is fat for z > 0. To show that the cycle So-^i • • • Sp-i is terminal, we must show that x is actually a periodic point winding around the cycle soSi ■ ■ -Sp-\ • the point a(x) £ ¿ZA avoids the N paths in 38 , and so it is a periodic point in l.A of period less than 7 . Since a is a conjugacy x £ X^ is a periodic point also, so x must be some shift of {sosx ■ ■ ■ 5p_i)°° . This shows that any fat path leaving the cycle soSi • • -Sp-i m %? has finite length, which means the cycle is terminal.
We show property (3). Any fat cycle 3? in the graph %? avoids the marker states oidbS^^N', i, j)]N+j-i+\d\ so the states along W must be of the form o[c]n+j-2 = o[c]l » where c is j periodic for some j < J. Now
this is property (4). We now describe rounds of legal, ^-respecting splittings that are designed to isolate the fat cycles in %?. Because we will use this construction again, we set it off here as a claim. Furthermore, assume that s is a state of 3? with lean followers only. Then state s can be split by a legal, ^-respecting splitting entirely into lean states. Therefore, property ( 1 ) is preserved by this splitting.
Proof of Claim (3.5). Now the total mass of all the followers of state s is w{s)B . A partition of the followers of state s defining a merely legal splitting of í entirely into lean states is easy to concoct: just partition the followers into w{s)x sets, each with total mass BXt, w{s)2 sets, each with total mass B2 *, w{s)ß sets, each with total mass Bß t.
As we now show, with a little more care we can ensure that such a partition defines a ^-respecting splitting.
If s n X~ = 0 there is nothing more to prove, so suppose 5 n X~ ^ 0 . By assumption, s n X~ is a union of {L + 1) blocks in X~. By property (1), any lean state of %? can intersect Xj in at most one {L + 1) block of %?. In particular, this is true of each follower of state 5. Let
be the (L+l) blocks such that ot^k n X~n s ^ 0 .
We now show that one can partition the followers of state 5 into sets with mass distributed as above, but with the added constraint that for each 1 < k < If state 5 is split according to this partition, and the daughter states are assigned elementary masses in the natural way, then the daughter state sk of 5 corresponding to partition set 0°k has /nXJ=0[4«i---4knXJ, and w(sk) = e~.k), so the splitting is ^-respecting. This completes the proof of the claim.
Recall that each fat cycle W in %f is terminal: all fat paths in %? leaving ĥ ave finite length. Using Claim (3.5) we can split using a round of ^-respecting splitting the terminal fat state of all maximal-length fat paths leaving the fat cycle ^, thereby shortening all maximal-length fat paths leaving £f by length 1. Not only is this splitting ^-respecting (preserving property (1)), but it also preserves properties (2), (3), and (4) of the graph Â*. By induction, we can continue shortening the fat paths leaving the fat cycle ^ until i? is isolated. Doing this for all fat cycles, we reach our goal, graph S' in which each fat cycle is isolated. This completes the proof of Lemma (3.4). G We now deal with the problem of splitting isolated fat cycles in S' by rounds of ^-respecting splitting.
We can treat the problem of splitting an isolated fat cycle §? in isolation from the rest of the graph S'. This is because any state 5 of S' immediately forwardly accessible from fê is lean and hence cannot be further split by legal splitting; thus what follows state 5 in S' can have no bearing on how states along ^ can be legally split.
For this reason we regard the isolated fat cycle ^ as sitting in an isolated fat cycle graph comprising a single (simple) cycle s'0s[ ■ ■ ■s'p_l together with the immediate followers of state s'¡ (all lean except s'i+l), 0 < i < p -1.
By property (3) of graph S' given in the Marker Splitting Lemma (3.4) the sequence of state masses along a fat cycle s[s[ ■ ■ -s' { in S' is given by w{s'j) = Ss¡t*, where s'¡ = o[Sí-ls¡-l+\ • • ^/k and sosx ■ ■ -sp-X is a cycle in the original graph SA . We can replace S in the statement of the Marker Splitting Lemma (3.4) by SB" for any n > 0, to obtain a graph S' in which any fat cycle s'0s[ ■ ■ ■s'p_i has state masses given by w{s'¡) = SSi^B" , where again SoSi---sp-i is a cycle in the original graph SA .
The following lemma will serve to eliminate all the fat cycles from S'. To prove this lemma we study the class of graphs obtained by splitting isolated />cycles: p-cycles of trees.
A p-cycle of trees is a union of p disjoint directed trees (with edges directed away from the root and toward the leaves), where the roots z*o, rx, ... , rp_x of the trees are connected in a directed cycle r0rx ■ ■ ■ rp_x.
Notice that an isolated fat cycle together with the states immediately accessible from it form a cycle of trees.
We define the phase of a node s in a p-cycle of trees ET to be \ws\ mod/? where rows is any path in ZT from a fixed root ro to the state 5. If a round of state splitting is applied to a cycle of tress 3?~ we obtain a new cycle of trees and we can consistently assign to each state in the new cycle of trees the phase of its ancestor.
We define a resolving covering graph of a graph SB to be a directed graph S such that there is a map 71 from the states of S to the states of Sb that is right resolving at each internai node of S, where an internal node is a state of S having followers in S. Further, for each internal node s of S, and each follower /' of n{s) in SB , there is a follower s' of 5 in S with n{s') = t'.
If an isolated cycle SoSX---sp-X is split by legal rounds of state splitting into a graph y with all lean states, then y is a cycle of trees that forms a resolving covering graph of Sb , covering Sb with the mass map.
Since state splitting preserves phase in a cycle of trees, we have I.[w{s) : s if an internal node of Z7~ having phase i] = w{s¡).
We have proved the only if part of the following observation.
(3.7) Observation. An isolated fat cycle s0sx ■■■sp-X can be completely split into lean states by rounds of legal splitting if and only if there is a p cycle of trees ET that is a resolving covering graph of SB by state map 7r such that X[en(j) : s is an internal node of ZT having phase i] = w{s¡).
The proof of the if part is similar to the proof of Observation (3.9) below, or see [A2] . Observation (3.7) characterizes the isolated fat cycles that can be split into lean states by legal splittings. We will need more than this in order to split certain isolated cycles in &' by ^-respecting splittings. Observation (3.9) below meets this need. The isolated fat cycles of S' fall into two types. (3.9) Observation. Let ^ = s'0s[ ■■■s'p_x be an isolated cycle in S' with s¡ n Xjt¿ 0 , 0 < i < p-1, (so s'ir\l.~= ol^i-LSi-L+i ■ ■ ■ JzknXj where sQsx -■ ■ sp-i is a p-cycle in S~ with p < J). For 0 < i < p -1, let fiti, fit2, • • •, f¡,n¡ be the followers of s¡ in the graph S~ distinct from the follower s¡+x, if such exist. The isolated fat cycle W can be completely split intojean states by rounds of ^-respecting splittings if there is a p-cycle of trees ET that is a resolving graph covering SB by state map n satisfying (i) n(r¡) = <f>{Sj), where state r, in ZT is the root at phase i, 0 < z < p -1, (ii) the tree in ZF with root r, has a leaf at depth 1 with n image ¡p(fij), for I < j <n¡, (iii) w{s'j) = X[e\(i) : s is an internal node of y having phase z].
Proof of '(3.9). The proof is an induction on the maximum depth of an internal node of y. If this maximum depth is 0, then the only internal nodes of y are the root nodes r0 ,rx, ... ,rp_x, so by (i) and (iii), w{s'¡) = en{r¡) = e~{s¡). Thus no splitting needs to be done to completely split f into lean states. Now suppose that the maximum depth of an internal node of y is n > 0. Thus the leaves of y at phase /'+1 can be put into 1 -to-1 correspondence with the followers of state s\ in S' other than s'i+l in such a way that eK(S) = w{t),
where leaf s in y corresponds to follower / of state s'¡ in S'. By condition (ii), we can arrange this correspondence so that for I < j < n¡, there is a leaf lij at depth 1, phase i + 1, in y with n(l¡j) = <i>ifi,j) corresponding to the follower fj of s'¡ in S' with ft,i n ZI= 0[S,-L+\Si-L+2 ■ ■■Sifi.ÄL H Xj and therefore with w{fj) = e~. ? ,.
Having fixed this correspondence, we define a ^-respecting round of splitting of &' as follows. For 0 < i < p -1, let S/,i,..., S/.m, be the internal nodes of y at phase z and depth « , if there are any. Partition the followers of state s[ in S' into m¡ + 1 subsets, 3°ito, &\, i, • ■ • ,^i,m,, where for I < j < m¿, the elements of y,,; are those followers of state s'¡ in ^' that correspond to the followers of state s,j in y . This makes sense because all the followers of state Si j in y are leaves. The elements of 3°¡, o are the remaining followers of state 5,' in ^' (corresponding to leaves of y at depth at most n together with state s'i+l).
If we split s'j according to this partition into states s'¡ } corresponding to these sets y,-j , 0 < j < m¡, and assign masses w(s'iJ) = en{Si j), I <j <m¡, and w{s¡ 0) = X[^(i) : s is an internal node of y having phase z and depth < n], then the splitting is legal. We show that the splitting is ^-respecting. The followers of s¡ in S' having nonempty intersection with X~, namely f j, 1 < J < n¡■, and s'i+i, are all elements of the partition set y,,o, giving 5,'0 n Xj= s'i n Xj= o[s,-lSí-l+i ■ ■ ■ st]L n Z~, and s' , n X~ = 0, 1 < /' < m¡. Now w{s' n) > eK(r) = e~, ,, so the splitting is ^-respecting. After this round of splitting the cycle -sfj oJi o52, o ' ' 5p-1, o is an isolated cycle in the new graph. The cycle of trees y c y defined by omitting from y all leaves at depth n + 1 is a resolving covering graph of SB by state map
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use ?! (restricted to y) satisfying properties (i), (ii), and (iii) for the new isolated cycle s'0 0s\ 0"'S'P-X o-The maximum depth of an internal node of Zf' is n -1, so by the inductive hypothesis, the new isolated cycle can be completely split into lean states by rounds of ^-respecting splitting. This completes the proof of Observation (3.9). D Observations (3.7) and (3.9) demonstrate that an isolated fat cycle in S' can be split by ^-respecting splittings when a cycle of trees satisfying certain properties exists. The remainder of the proof of the Isolated Cycle Lemma (3.6) focuses on the task of constructing this cycle of trees. We organize the construction as a series of technical lemmas.
For n > 0 and any cycle W = SoSX •■ sp_i in SA , and any graph homomorphism ip: W -► Sb (onto a q cycle, where q\p), we define a resolving cycle of trees y {n, W, y/) covering SB by state map 7t as follows:
(i) y(«, &, ip) has a cycle of roots r0rx ■■■rp-.x with 7r(r,) = y/{s¡), 0 < i < P -1,
(ii) for each follower g of y/{s¡) in Sb except ip{si+x), the tree in y {n ,W, \p) with root r, has a complete resolving subtree of depth n covering Sb , whose root covers g by state map n . Thus all the leaves of y («, W, y/) are at depth n + 1.
Similarly, for n > 0 and any cycle W = sqsx ■ ■ -sp-X in S~, define a resolving cycle of trees 5^{n, W) covering SB by state map n as follows: (i) y(«, ^) has a cycle of roots r0rx ■ ■ ■ rp_x with n{r¡) = (p{s¡), 0 < z <
(ii) the tree in y(«, ^) with root r¡ has a leaf at depth 1 with 7i-image gij, 1 < j < hi, where gitX, gi>2, ■■■ , gi,h¡ are the followers of state ^(5,) distinct from (p{si+x) in the graph S~ (if there are any), (iii) for each follower g of <p(Sj) in Sb that is not a state in S~, the tree in y {n, W) with root r¡ has a complete resolving subtree of depth n whose root covers g by state map 7r. Thus all the leaves of y {n, W) are at depth 1 or n + 1. where the indices are regarded modulo p . The proof is a simple calculation. For two vectors ~u , ~v e W let ¿{~u ,~v) be the angle 6 formed by ~u and ~v , where 0 < 9 < n . Abbreviating the second term as If, we have ||/(u;)||2 < M and ||7||2 > M/sin(e/2). Also l(T, I{w)) < n/2 and ¿(Î, ~v) < e/2. If 0 = ¿(7,/(.*)), then
||Dl2cos(e/2) ||7||2cos(e/2) sin(e/2) . ,". . ... . , < -7-7x( + tan e/2 = 2 tan e/2 < tan e , cos(e/2) so 6 < e . The proof that ¿{ I , I{w)) < e for long paths w is easier and we omit it. D (3.12) Claim. For all e > 0, there exists L > 0 such that for all I > L, for all states 5 of SA , ¿.{I , w{s)Bl) < e . The proof follows from Perron-Frobenius theory [S] . Claims (3.13) and (3.14) give the base case of an inductive construction of cycles of trees whose existence by Observations (3.7) and (3.9), ensures that we can split isolate fat cycles in S'. Claims (3.15) and (3.16) will give the inductive step in the construction. We bring the strands of the construction together in Claim (3.17). We can assume n > 1 by increasing Z, if necessary. By this choice of n , there is z'o , 0 < z'o < p -1, such that
Because / > L, by Claim (3.13) we have so J'i^i,* < w{Si)Bl, 0 < z < p -1 , and (1 -ô)w{sk)Bl < yjy),-0>., which are (iii) and (iv). Properties (i) and (ii) follow because y is just y(«, sosx • • Sp_i) with some leaves grown from nodes at depth n + 1 > 2.
A similar construction using y («, SoSX • ■ -sp-x, y/) for y {n, Sqsx ■ ■ ■ sp-1 ) and I{w) in place of I{w) gives the tree y of the claim. D
The trees y and y of Claim (3.14) will serve as the bases for an inductive construction of cycles of trees satisfying the hypothesis of Observations (3.9) and (3.7) respectively. The induction will proceed by growing at successive steps, new leaves at successive phases.
Define / = (1, 1, ... , 1) to be the row vector of ß Vs. , and (iv) of Claim (3.14) (for this S and I > L), then there is a resolving cycle of trees y I) y covering SB , still satisfying (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) of Claim (3.14), while also satisfying
For the same S > 0 and L > 0, for all I > L, for all cycles W = SoSX ■ • ■ sp-x in SA , and all graph homomorphisms y/ : f -► SB , if there is a resolving cycle of trees y covering SB by state map 7r satisfying (i'), (ii'), and (iii') of Claim (3.14), then there is a resolving cycle of trees y 2 y covering SB still satisfying (i'), (ii'), and (iii') of Claim (3.14) while also satisfying Assume I > L, W = sqSX ■ ■ -sp-X is a cycle in S~, and y is a resolving cycle of trees covering SB by state map n and satisfying (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) for this ô and /. For the remainder of this proof assign mass e^(j) to each state 5 of y. _ By (iv), the total mass ^f{E7')¡0^ of the internal nodes of y at phase z'o satisfies (l-S)w{sio)Bl <Jr{Er)k^. Now y(y)(0>"5 is the total mass of all nodes of ET at phase z'o + 1. Thus the total mass of all nodes of y at phase z'o + 1 excluding the «, leaves at depth 1 specified in (ii) satisfies y(y)/0..Ä -fx, > y(y);o,.ß -7 > w{sío+x)b> ,
7=1
where the last inequality follows from (1 -S)w{s¡0)Bl < ^f{E^)¡0tt: and the choice of ô > 0 given by Claim (3.15). Thus the total mass of the leaves of y at phase z'o + 1 excluding the «, leaves specified in (ii) is y(y)I0>tJB-¿^,,7-y(y)I0+1,t 7=1 >w{slo+X)Bl-S{ET)io+l<t>0.
Among these leaves, for each 1 < j < ß , choose [w{sio+x)Bl]j -J~{ZT)ia+Xj leaves, each having 7i image j and declare them to be internal nodes of y giving each Bjk children in y with 7i-image k , 1 < k < ß . Now y satisfies (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), and w{s¡0+x)Bl = y(y'),0+i,,, which is (v). Now assume %? = soSX ■ ■ ■ sp-X is a cycle in SA , and assume y is a resolving cycle of trees covering SB by state map n satisfying (i'), (ii'), and (iii') of Claim (3.14) for the 6 and / > L specified above. As before, assign mass en(S) to node 5 of y. The total mass of all nodes of y at phase z'o 4-1 is y(y),0)«5.
Setting m = min{w{sio+x)Bl, Jr{EJr)i0t*B} and arguing as in the case of y, we can declare enough leaves of y at phase z'o +1 to be internal nodes of y to bring y(y')i0+1 » up to equal m . Setting
we have pw{sio+x)Bl < pw{sio)Bl+x < y(y)i0i*5, where by (iii'), 1 -ô < p.
So pw{Si0+x)B' <m= ^{ZT')içi+x . This is (iv). If state i,-0 has followers in SA other than s¡0+x, it follows from Claim (3.15), and (1 -ö)w{sio)Bl < y (y ),-",*, and the choice of ô and / > L that w{sio+x)Bl < y(y)io>,£, so y(y'),0+i,* = m = w{sio+x)Bl in this case. This is (v'). D (3.17) Claim. There is L > 0 such that for all I > L, for all cycles f = sosx ■ ■ • Jp_i in 3?~, there is a resolving cycle of tress ZT covering SB by state map 71 satisfying (i) 7r(r,) = tp{si), 0 < i < p -1, where r0rx ■■■rp^x is the cycle in ZT , (ii) the tree in y with root r, has a leaf at depth 1 with 7i image g¡j for each 1 < j < ht■, where g,, i, ... , g,-,«,. are the followers of state <p(Sj) in the graph S~ that are distinct from <p{Sj+x), (iii) w{s¡)B' = ^{ZT),^ , 0 < í <p -1.
Furthermore, if ¿ZA ^» X# , then for all I > L, for all cycles W = SqSX ■ ■ ■ sp-X in SA, there is a resolving p-cycle of trees y covering SB by state map n satisfying (iii') w{Si)Bl = ^{ET)^,, 0<i<p-l.
Proof. Let ô > 0 and Lx > 0 satisfy the conditions on è and L specified in the statement of Claim (3.16). For this S, choose L2 > 0 satisfying the conditions on L specified in Claim (3.14). Set L3 = max{Li, L2}. Let / > L3 and let ^ = s0sx ■ ■■sp-X be any cycle in S~. By Claim (3.14),
there is a resolving cycle of trees ZT(0) covering Sb by state map n satisfying conditions (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) of Claim (3.14). By p successive applications of Claim (3.16), there are cycles of trees y(0) ç y1) ç • • • ç y W_all satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii) of Claim (3.14); furthermore, for 1 < k < p, y(/c) satisfies
This follows directly from Claim (3.16) for k = 1. For k > 1, at the kth application of Claim (3.16), {i-s)w{sk+k_x)Bl < wis^k^B1=y(y(*-1))f0+*-,,,, which is condition (iv) of (3.14) (with z0 + k -1 playing the role of z'o), so Claim (3.16) gives y(fc) as described. Now ZT =yW satisfies properties (i), (ii), and (iii) of the present claim. Now let W = sosx ■■■sp-X be any cycle in SA . Because ZA ^Xß , there is a graph homomorphism y/: W -> SB . By Claim (3.14) there is a resolving cycle of trees y(0) covering SB by state map 7t satisfying conditions (i'), (ii'), and (iii') of Claim (3.14).
By the irreducibility of SA , there is a state on f with at least two followers; we let sio+k¡¡ be the first such state following sio-X on W. Note 0 < ko < p -1. By ko successive applications of Claim (3.16), there are cycles of trees ZT(°) ç ZTW ç ■ ■ ■ ç ZTM satisfying conditions (i') and (ii') of Claim (3.14); furthermore, for 1 < k < ko, ZT(fc> satisfies pw{sio+j)Bl < y(y(fc>)í0+;,., i < j < k, where I -S < p. In particular, (1 -ó)w{sio+ko)B< < ^{ZT^))la+k<¡^ . Since state siü+ko has at least two followers, we can apply Claim (3.16) once again to produce y(**+•) containing yf**) satisfying w{s¿0+ko+x)Bl = Jl'{fTl'ko+x))ÍQ+ko+Xt¡. Now we apply Claim (3.16) p -1 more times to produce cycles of trees y(**>+D ç y*o+2) ç ■ ■ ■ ç ZT^+pï all satisfying (i') and (ii') of Claim (3.14); furthermore, for 1 < k < p, y(*o+*) satisfies w{sio+ko+j)Bl = ^{ET^+k))^^,, I < j <k. We show this as follows. Just before the /Uh of these p -1 applications of Claim (3.16), we have p = 1 (by inductive hypothesis), so conclusion (iv') of Claim (3.16) becomes w{slQ+k<¡+x+k)Bl<^{ZT(^+k))iQ+kü+i+kŵ hile property (ii') of Claim (3.14) is preserved, giving w{sio+ko+l+k)B' = y {ET(^x^)k+kü+{+kâ s asserted. Now y = ZT^+p) satisfies property (iii') of the present claim. D Using Observations (3.7), (3.9), and Claim (3.17), we can prove the Isolated Cycle Lemma (3.6).
Proof of {3.6). Let N>0 satisfy the conditions on L specified in the statement of Claim (3.17) . Let W = s'0s[ ■■■s'p_x be an isolated fat cycle in S' . Now s¡ = o[Sj-l ■ ■ ■ Sj]l for some p cycle So^i • • • sP-\ m SA . By Lemma (3.8), either s'¡ n Xj = 0 , 0 < z < p -1, or s¡ n Xj is an (L + 1 )-block olSi-L • ■ ■ J/k n ^j in X~, 0 < z < p -1 . We treat the case of nonempty intersection first.
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As in the statement of Observation (3.9), let f¡ti,... , f¡tn¡ be the followers of state s¡ in the graph S~ distinct from the follower si+x , if there are any.
Let I > N. For this I, let ZT be a p-cycle of trees covering SB by state map n whose existence is asserted by Claim (3.17). We show that ZT satisfies the hypothesis of Observation (3.9). ZT satisfies property (i) of Observation (3.9): n{r¡) = <p(s¡), 0 < z < p -1, where rorx ■■■rp_x is the cycle in ZT, because this is just property (i) of Claim (3.17) . Also ZT satisfies property (ii) of Observation (3.9):
The tree in ZT with root r¡ has a leaf at depth 1 with n-image Pifij), 1 <j<rii, because ZT satisfies property (ii) of Claim (3.17):
The tree in ZT with root r¿ has a leaf at depth 1 with n-image gij for each 1 < j <ñ¡, where g¡,\ , ... , &,«, are the followers of state ip{Si) in the graph S~ that are distinct from <j>{si+x), and each of the states <p(f¡j) is among g,,i ,...,£,,«,
• Finally ZT satisfies property (iii) of Observation (3.9): w(s'¡) = S{ZT)lti,, 0 < i < p -1, when w(s¡) = Ss.^B1 = w{Si)B!, 0 < i < p-1, because this is property (iii) of Claim (3.17). So by Observation (3.9), the isolated fat cycle s'0s[ ■■•s'p_x in S" with masses given by w{s¡) = SSi, *Bl can be split into lean states by rounds of legal, -respecting splittings. Now we treat the case where s\ n X ~ = 0, 0 < i < p -1. Let / > N and let y be the cycle of trees covering SB by state map 7i satisfying w{s¡)B' = y(y)/,*, 0 < z < p -1, whose existence is asserted by Claim (3.17) . Now y satisfies the hypothesis of Observation (3.7) (when w{s'j) = SSit*Bl), so the isolated fat cycle s'0s[ ■■■s'p_l in S' can be split by legal (and vacuously <p-respecting) rounds of splitting into lean states. This completes the proof of the Isolated Cycle Lemma (3.6). D
We now complete the proof of Theorem (1.1). Recall that by Lemma (3.1) we can assume without loss of generality that A, B, R, S, X~ ç 1,A , X~ ç XB , and îp: Xj -> X~ satisfy all the hypotheses of the Marker Splitting Lemma (3.4). In addition we are assuming that X^ ^ Xß .
Let N > 0 be as specified in the Isolated Cycle Lemma (3.6). Fix any n > N. Replace the matrix S by the matrix SB" in the statement of the Marker Splitting Lemma (3.4) to obtain a graph S' in which any fat cycle s'0s[ ■ • -s'p_x has state masses given by w{s'¡) = Ss,,*Bn, where s'¡ = q[s¡-l• ■ • s¡]l, and SqSX ■ ■ • sp-X is a p cycle in SA . '
By the Isolated Cycle Lemma (3.6) and the choice of n > N, the isolated fat cycle s'0s\ •••s'p_i in S' can be split by rounds of ^-respecting splittings entirely into lean states.
Let S" be a graph obtained from S' by splitting all the isolated fat cycles in S' entirely into lean states by ^-respecting splittings. Because S" has no fat cycles, all remaining fat paths in S" have finite length. By Claim (3.5), the terminal fat state of any maximal length fat path in S" can be split by a legal, -respecting splitting entirely into lean states, thereby shortening the maximal length fat path by length 1. Iteratively eating up fat paths in this way, we can split all fat states in S" into lean states in at most M rounds of ^-respecting splittings, where M is the length of the longest fat path in S" .
Denote the resulting graph by SAi, where A' is its transition matrix. Because the graph &A, is obtained from S' by rounds of ^-respecting splittings, SA<, like S', satisfies property (1) 
The sofic result
The proof of Theorem (1.2) from Theorem (1.1) closely follows the proof of the special case given in [KM] , where the range shift of finite type Xfi is the full «-shift.
We first give the part of the argument borrowed directly from [KM] . Lemmas (4.1) and (4.2) are a new complication.
Let m be a resolving block for the canonical right cover nR : XR -> S (all paths w in SB with nR{w) = m end in the same state). Since nR is right resolving and left closing, any point in S that contains an occurrence of m has a single preimage under nR . If we define the sofic system T ç S by T = {y £ S : the word m does not occur in y} , then the points of 5 with more than one preimage under nR are all in T.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Now the preimage of T under nR , call it X = n^x{T) ç I,A is a shift of finite type because it is obtained from ~LA by deleting any point of ~LA containing a word with nR image m. The shift of finite type X contains all points x iñ LA with at least two points in n^xnR{x).
Using Lemmas (4.1) and (4.2) below, we construct a right-closing map y/: T -> XB and then define tp: X -> XB by <p = yo{nR\i:).
We then use the extension Theorem (1.1) to extend cp to a right-closing map <p: X/j -> Xß . Finally we define 7i : S -► X# by n = y> o n^x . The map 7i is well defined, for if x, x' e X« are distinct points with nR{x) = nR{x'), then x, x' € X and y>{x) = y>{x) = y/{nR{x)) = ^(7rÄ(x')) = tp{x') = <p{x').
By a compactness argument, n is a block map. Also, n never identifies two left asymptotic points in S whose common left tail contains an occurrence of the resolving block m because their (unique) preimages under nR are themselves left asymptotic in ZR , and <p : ZR -► XB is right closing. Thus 7t is right closing almost everywhere.
The only remaining job is to construct a right-closing map y/ : T -> X# . To do this we need two technical lemmas.
(4.1) Lemma. Let T be a sofic system and let Y be an aperiodic shift of finite type with h{T) < h{Y) and T^ Y. Then there is a shift of finite type A with TCA, h{A) < h{Y), and A^rT.
Proof. Define A" to be the shift of finite type whose allowed n blocks are all the n blocks occurring in points of T. Note that T ç A" .
At this point we prove a claim to be used only in this proof. and there is a cycle through the state w¡i of SR that is 7i7?-labelled by cJ~'. Thus the periodic point y is an element of nR{LR) = T. This establishes the claim.
We finish the proof of Lemma (4.1). Because the shift of finite type Y is aperiodic, there is L > 0 such that for all / > L, Y has a point of period /. For this L, choose yV as in the above claim, and fix n > N ; the periodic points of period at most L in A" and T coincide. Now T^*Y, so for each point y of A" of period p < L, there is a point in Y whose period divides p . Also, by the choice of L, for each periodic point in A" of period exceeding L, there is a point in Y of equal period. Thus A" =-► Y for all n > N. Since h{T) < h{Y) and h{A") -» h{T) as n -> oo, we can choose n > N such that h{A") < h{Y) and set A = A" . n Proof. Following [B] , denote by 7r,(X) the number of periodic points having least period /' in a shift of finite type X. Since A (A) < h{Y) there is some L > 0 such that tt/(A) < 7i/(r), I > L. Because A ^>r Y, for each / > 0, if 71/(A) > 0, then nq^){Y) > 0 for some q{l) with q{l)\l.
At this point, we use [B, Lemma (2.1) ]. We state the lemma here. (ii) r is aperiodic, (iii) n,{Y) = n,{Y)>nl{A), 1>L, (iv) n,{Y) = nt{Y) + n,{A), 1 < / < L. In particular, 7T/(f) > 7i/(A) for / > 1 . This, together with h{Y) = h{Y) > h{A), allows us to use the Embedding Theorem [Kr2, Theorem 3] to conclude that there is an embedding 9 : A -> f". We now define ¡p: A-> T by y~/ = ipod . Since 8 is 1 -to-1 and y> is right closing, y/ is right closing also. D Recall that to prove Theorem (1.2), it remains to construct a right-closing map y/: T -> X« using Lemmas (4.1) and (4.3). Now h{T) = h{L)< h{lR) = h{S) = h{IB).
The inequality holds because the shift of finite type X ç Xr is obtained from the irreducible shift of finite type XR by disallowing the blocks whose nR image is the resolving block m. Also T -* X# because T ç S and S -► X# . Thus Lemma (4.1) gives a shift of finite type A with T ç A, h{A) < h{LB), and A ^ Xb . Now Lemma (4.3) gives a right closing map ip : A -» XB . Finally, we define y/: T -> X^ as y/ = ip\r ■ This completes the proof of Theorem (1.2).
5. An EXAMPLE Let S ç {0, 1}Z be sofic system defined as follows. Between any two l's in a point of S, there occurs an even number of 0's. The sofic system 5 is known as the even system.
The canonical right cover of S is the golden mean system l.A defined by the graph SA depicted in Figure 1 .
The 1-block canonical covering map nR: ¿ZA -> S is given by nR{a) = 1, nR{b) = nR{c) = 0. Since nR is left resolving, S is almost finite type. Since ZA has periodic points of all orders, we have S^1A.
By Theorem (1.2) there is a 1 -to-1 a.e. right-closing a.e. factor map n: S -► ~LA . We will construct a specific 7i following the construction outlined in the proofs of Theorems (1.1) and (1.2).
The only points x in LA with \nRlnR(x)\ > 1 are the two points in the orbit of (bc)°° ; nR maps both of these points to 0°° £ S. the symbol 1 is a resolving block for nR. Define T C S as This is because T = {000} and XçX^ as X = n^{T) = {{be)° , {cb)°°} . In this example, the construction -> 2ZA is easy (in fact there is only one such We define <p: X -► 1,A by tp = yi o (nR\¿) , so of the right-closing map y/ : T map). We define ^(0°°) = a ${{bc)°°) = p{{cb)°°) = a°° .
We follow the construction of Theorem (1.1) in extending y>: X -* I.A to <p : ~LA -► X^ . Now AI = IA and AI = A , so we can take S = I and R = A . Since 5 = 7, we have u;(6) = (0, 1,0) and tu(c) = (0,0, 1). Now w(b) does not dominate e~,b) = e~, , = (1,0,0) (neither does w(c)), so it is impossible to split SA with masses given by I by ^-respecting splittings into lean states. Notice A2 is the lowest possible power of A giving each state along the 2 cycle in SA enough mass to split them both into lean states by rounds of ^-respecting splittings. We have w{b) = {l, 1,0) > (1,0,0), w{c) = {l, 1,1) > (1,0,0). License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Table 1 nR tp 111 <-i aaa \-► a 110 <-i aab i-► b 100 <-i abe i-► c 0011 <-h èoza i-► 6 0010 <-i bcab i-> a 0000 «-h ¿>cèc i-► a Oil <-i caá i-► c 0100 <-i cabe i-» è 000 <-* ebe i-> a The map ç> : X¿ -» X^ is the 4-block map defined by the last two columns of Table 1 . Each block w listed in the center column of Table 1 is contained in a state of SA>.
The table should be interpreted as follows. If x £ ZA has o(*)m-i = w for a word w listed in the second column, then o(ç»(*))o is me corresponding symbol listed in the last column.
The first column of Table 1 gives the nR images of the corresponding words in the second column. Each word in the first column except words 0000 and 000 has a unique nR preimage (moreover, it appears in the second column). If x £ S has 0M2 = 000, then 0i^R xx)2 is either beb or cbc ; and if y e ~LA has o(y)2 = beb or cbc, then oi<py)o = a ■ Hence, if 0M2 = 000, then o(7ix)o = a. Thus n: S -► ~LA is a 4-block map and can be computed by reading from the first column of Table 1 all the way over to the third column.
By [BMT, Proposition 4 .12], if 7r: S -> X is a right-closing factor map from a sofic system S onto a shift of finite type X, then 5" is actually a shift of finite type. Thus, the map n : S -» X^ constructed above cannot be right closing everywhere. We can see this directly by observing that t^O^IO00) = t^O^OI00) = a^bca00 , where the underscored symbols occur at time 0.
